
 
Atlanta Regional Commission Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness 

Urban Area Security Initiative of Atlanta, Georgia 
(Chemical Analyzer; Anti-Scale Portable Deployable Crowd Control Fencing; Portable Deployable 

Pole-Mounted Security Camera System) 
 

Questions/Answers 
 

Chemical Analyzers  
 

1. The request is asking for 6 days of training but indicates 5 units for purchase. Is the total purchase 
for the Chemical Analyzers 5 or 6 units in total? 
 
ANSWER:  5 Units and 5 Days of Training 
 
Portable Anti-Climb Fencing 
 

2. Will there be any considerations for an attack-tested temporary fence?  
 
ANSWER: Documentation showing the product is attack-tested is preferred. 
 

3. Will there be any considerations for a temporary fence with features that provide more value than 
the lowest price product, such as galvanized finish versus paint, which will provide greater 
longevity and better appearance?  
 
ANSWER:  Per listed specs, a minimum of 10 gauge galvanized welded wire mesh 
designated as anti-climb. 
 

4. How will storage, deployment, and recovery of the fence be handled in the event the fence is 
needed to protect an asset?  
 
ANSWER:  Storage will be at a minimum of two jurisdictions and will be deployed to the 
region per request. 
 

5. Will the ability to increase height options from the standard 8' height be taken into consideration? 
This will allow the owner to increase heights depending on threat levels.  
 
ANSWER:  Per listed specs, a minimum of 8’ in height and 4’ in width that can be connected 
to each other securely with anti-tampering hardware.   
 

6. Will any consideration be taken into renting options or the ability to rent additional fence panels in 
the event it is needed? 
 
ANSWER:  This will be determined by each jurisdiction. 
 
 
 



 
Atlanta Regional Commission Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness 
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(Chemical Analyzer; Anti-Scale Portable Deployable Crowd Control Fencing; Portable Deployable 
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Portable Pole-Mounted Solar Security Camera System 
 

7. Would ARC want to get an optional Lease Price for the Security Trailers?  
  

ANSWER:  No 
 


